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At this time affairs in Spain had reached a critical
stage    Preparations were being pushed forward for the
big offensive in Aragon, \vhich was fated to smash the
Government Iines5 and it v*as essential to keep the
Moors   amused    How  the   Nationalists,   with   their
limited resources, succeeded in creating so strong an
impression of wealth and power has always been a
mystery to me    Bluff is a dangerous game since it may
be called, but no man has ever played his hand with
greater skill than Don Juan Beigbeder3 and it really
seemed as if he held only aces    All through February
and March a constant succession of show-pieces de-
lighted the eyes of the Moors who ares after all, to a
large extent children   The Aid el Kebir, for instance,
that great Moslem feast commemorating Abraham's
trial of faith which is the most important event in the
Moroccan year, went off with even more eclat than
usual owing to the mysterious appearance of 10^000
sheep, given to the poor by General Franco.   Then, a
few days later, the generalissimo's brother arrived in
Morocco as a special delegate before proceeding to
Lisbon as Ambassador—it is said in an effort to per-
suade Don Juan Beigbeder to accept high office in the
new   Government—and showers  of money fell  like
manna from heaven upon the delighted tribesmen, who
began to wonder if the golden age had returned    In
Tetuan processions became the order of the day.   Very
few soldiers could be produced, but those there were
looked impressive enough when marching round the
Plaza de Espana, and the bands—the numerous bands
—made up for any deficiencies in this direction
But perhaps the weddings provided the greatest
attraction It is a curious thing, no matter the country,
no matter the people, the mere mention of a wedding

